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Welcome to New TARGET issue number Forty-Nine.
October 2012

For new readers, I, is our-^ •tTKaW^SSffira^^
harassing political opponents and their families at

*J^*j^ ,icieS| but simp |y to demonstrate to

our formation, it has never been our intention to present pout P
sure tecflcs ,/,a» Wey either

Searchlight, and its supporters,*^££^££ZX print photographs and personal details

ffl«5=*r^^KlrSr^l hv puhlishing details of Searchlight supporters

and fellow travellers..
exposed

We would like to make it clear however, we *^*£*£rt £J Searchlight supporters should be

by New TARGET»gZ^«'*^"£ZTJ££ to defend ourse.ves by exposing

Z7,ff^SSKw*S and assist us in defeating this ev.

Until Victory!

Rebels force REGIMECHANBt at SearclUifllit

The continuing existence of Searchlight^nbn
serious doubt, following what amounts to a coup by

dissidents from the Searchlight puppet group, Hope

HNH rebel forces have already captured both vital

fund raising franchises, the Searchlight Information

Services (SIS) and the Searchlight Educational Trus

fsElTand have outflanked the Gable family's control

of Searchlight magazine, by launching the.r
;

owr.fuH-

colour, shiny magazine, imaginatively titled, Hope Not

Somewhat cheekily, the front page headline of the first

pdition was "People Power".

Too late did Searchlight's "Head of Intelligence the

s3f-styled, veteran "Spymaster", Gerry Gable, reahsed

that hs loyal assistant, Nick Lowles was in fact a

cuckoo in the nesf who had been planning.regime

change at Searchlight for almost two years. Perhaps

confirming, the rebels viewpoint, that at 75 years old,

®SSS!TSt ^s been guick to=
a kind of "transitional government, to manage

Gable's former assets, and the incumbent regime has

already suffered a number of defections. Most

SSnU one of Gerry's oldest^Search
£

jh

comrades, the magazine's ^^ll^f^Zt
Atkinson Steve Silver and "Fat Matt Collins have

ato detected, but in reality, this is no great loss to

Mhoughto date the United Nations has not been

asked to impose a "no fiy zone" over the Gants Hffl

area of llford meaningful hostilities between the Gable

regime, and the rebel forces, have definitely

commenced.

Shortly after capturing SET, the rebels made a

complainfto the police that Sonia Gable, had stolen

Reb^l Commander NicKKnowles

over £18,000 from SET funds. This was followec
1

by

the alleged unauthorised removal from the bti

offices of a large number of filing cabinets and

documenfs. Gerry" Game's history of burglary must

surely make him a suspect!

Although the Gable regime still clings to power at

Searchlight magazine, ii^*™
niattexjrfAime^^
the maaazinp goes into liquidation.
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CIVILWAR AT SEARCHLIGHT

A popular uprising or a carefully

constructed coup?

In many parts of the Middle-East, dissident peasants have successfully revolted against the

despotic regimes that have ruled them, seizing power, and introducing democracy into regions

that had never known it. This phenomenon has been described in the popular press as the

"Arab Spring". But who would have imagined that the "Spirit of Arab Spring" could have

permeated into the Searchlight empire? Dissident revolts, rebel forces, and transitional

governments. All the ingredients are in place. Now let the civil war commence!

Many political observers still believe that the

resignation of Nick Lowles as Searchlight

magazine editor in September 2011, was the

beginning of the battle for control of the

Searchlight empire, but they are wrong! The

"secret war" had actually started over 12

months earlier, it just hadn't been declared!

Nick Lowles is being credited, or blamed, for

initiating the conflict, as a result of his

frustration with the ruling Gable regime, for

not giving him the credit, or the share of the

Searchlight income that he felt he deserved.

But, although his frustration was very real,

many doubt that Lowles has the operational

capability to organise such a coup.

Rather than confront Gable openly, the

rebels used the classic, "entryism" tactic, so

loved by the left. The first target was the

Searchlight Information Services (SIS), a

fundraising entity established by Gerry and

Sonia Gable to solicit funds from gullible

Labour councils and trade unions. The Hope
Not Hate campaign was technically

controlled by SIS and the Gable family. A few

tame directors were appointed but so closely

was the organisation controlled by Gerry and

Sonia, that they didn
:

t even bother to hold an

AGM for five years! But by 2010, the

entryists were ready to make their move.

Lowles introduced HNH activist Ruth

Smeeth, a 30-ish university graduate who
had worked both for the UNITE trade union,

and the Board of Deputies of British

Jews/Community Security Trust. Ruth was
available to work for Searchlight having failed

to become a Labour MP in the May 2010

elections. Allegedly, Gable was immediately

smitten by the fiercely pro-Zionist, Jewish

girl, whose nickname is "44 Double-D", and

nominated her as secretary to the SIS

management committee. Cynics later

speculated that Gerry had confused his

Valium with Viagra!

Rtftt 44 DP Smeeth

Another HNH o otter, Simon Tuttle was a 5;

elected to the SiS management committee.

Tuttle comes not from the traditional left, but

has held senior positions in the finance

industry.
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SEARCHLICHTS CIVIL WAR
The Plotters Revealed (1)

Traditionally Gerry Gable's most trusted colleagues were old-style communists like himself. So
perhaps the biggest surprise to emerge in Searchlight's Arab Spring is the political and financial

backgrounds of key members of the new "transitional government".

NICKLOWLES

Nick Lowles certainly had the most to gain

personally from the coup. Since joining the

Searchlight team in 1990 he had taken on a large

workload for relatively small financial returns. Now
he has gained massive promotion (and the

commiserate financial rewards we assume,) as the

"Chief Executive Officer" of both Searchlight

Information Services and Searchlight Educational

Trust.

RUTHSMEETH

Ruth Smeeth, is more the type that you would
expect to be associated with Searchlight/HNH.

A university graduate, Ruth has worked for the

trade union, UNITE, the pro-Zionist, British-Israel

Communications and Research Centre (BICOM),
and the Board of Deputies of British

Jews/Community Security Trust. In the May, 2010
General Election, Ruth was selected as the Labour
Party candidate for Burton. This was mentioned in

an email, leaked by Julian Assage's Wikifeaks, from
the US Embassy to an unknown recipient, in which
Ruth Smeeth is described as " a strictly protected
source". Spooky, or what? Having failed to win the

Burton seat in May, Smeeth joined SIS in July 2010.
She is now Company Secretary of both SIS and
SET.

SIMON TlimE

Simon Tuttle is almost unknown in politics.

Politically, a man of mystery. Normally reliable

sources claim that Tuttle can broadly be described

as a "financier". He has worked, it is claimed, for,

AAC Capital Partners. NatWest Acquisition Finance
and Legal & General Ventures. Not the typical

background of an "anti-Fascist" activist.

Following his election to the management
committee of SIS in 2010, he replaced Gerry Gable
as Director of SIS in December 2011. Given his

presumably well paid financial background, it is

unlikely that he is motivated by any financial

rewards that SIS can provide.

So what can his motivation be? It has been
suggested (but not proven) that he has very close

contacts within MI5/Special Branch.

MATTHEW COLLINS

To be fair, Fat Matt Collins could hardly be
described as a "plotter". His track-record of failure,

demonstrates the complete lack of ability to take

even a small part in a plot. He was only brought into

the coup once all the important decisions had been
made. A promise of the grand title of, Head of

intelligence, was all that was needed to get Collins

to betray his mentor, Gerry Gabie. He will be
sidelined from any decision making process.
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SEARCHLIGHTS CIVILWAR
The Plotters Revealed (2)

The political loyalties of the powerbase behind the takeover of Searchlight are firmly Labour, with a

surprisingly large number of failed Labour candidates holding positions in Searchlight's "New

Order".

CORMAC HOLLINGSWORTH

Cormac Hollingsworth, a graduate of Warwick

University, first stood as a Labour candidate in May
2006 for the Riverside ward of Bermonsey, South

London. Once a traditional working-class Labour

stronghold, the area has been gentrified and

wealthy bankers (like Hollingsworth himself) have

taken over. Hollingsworth failed to get elected,

polling just 650 votes. He stood again in a bye-

election for Riverside ward, losing again to the Lib-

Dems, despite gaining an extra 41 votes.

In January 2010, Hollingsworth became the

fundraising director for Hope not Hate. In the May
2010 council elections, Hollingsworth failed again to

get elected in Riverside ward, and suffered a bad

beating from local youths while canvassing.

eormac Hollingsworth

New Boss of SET

Since 201 1 , Hollingsworth has concentrated his

political work within HNH, and more latterly with the

Searchlight Educational Trust. But he has not given

up on being selected for a safe Labour seat.

ANTHONY PAINTER

Anthony Painter, studied at both Cambridge

University and the London School of Economics.

A "Blairite" Labour supporter, Painter views himself

as an intellectual, who is far more at home with the

rich Labour supporters, rather than the blue-collar

trade unions.

Unkind friends call him, "Failure Painter" owing to

the unique talent of having everything he turns to

crumbling into dust!

Billing himself as a "Public Relations expert" Painter

has flitted between a number of PR jobs, including

running his own failed company, Urbaninity Ltd.

Mr Failure. Now a director if SET

Much of what Painter attempts e—s -

left one job to 'concentrate 0" zez -
: e

Labour candidate *'c :~e 3~-e-a t

failed to even get selectee as = :a~: ze

He did manage to get seer.e-: ".: "•;

Midlands European Ccs: :-£":. :-'

elected, po:! hc „s:
'~'

-. r' :~e
'.'--

In 2011 he became a :-=::: r

Educational Trust
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SEARCHLIGHTS ARAB SPRING

The Plot Thickens

Later in 2010, Ruth Smeeth also joins the

Searchlight Educational Trust, a Searchlight

owned charity, and an important fundraising

arm. By January 2011, the 5 person

management committee of SET was made

up of Nick Lowles, Ruth Smeeth, Gerry

Gable, Sonia Gable and "Fat Matt" Collins. At

this point the Gable's assumed that Collins

was with them and would provide a 3 to 2

majority control for the Gable leadership. But

they were wrong! Collins, who fantasises

about "Intelligence gathering" (amongst other

less salubrious fantasies), had secretly

switched sides after being promised the title

of "Head of Intelligence" in the new

organisation. The plotters had a voting

majority in SET! The plotters were further

reinforced by the election of Cormac

Hollingsworth, a former City-based, merchant

banker, and failed Labour Party council

candidate, with Anthony Painter, a Public

Relations specialist, who stood as the

unsuccessful Labour candidate for the West

Midlands in the European elections, as SET
trustees.

Cormac

Hollingsworth.

The farmer

Merchant hanker

who has replaced

Gerrv fiable as

Chairman of SET.

Just a few weeks later, the "rebels"

demanded Gerry and Sonia resign from both

SIS and SET, and hand over control of all

Searchlight bank accounts. The transitional

government was flexing its muscles. At this

point, we are told, the sinister, Community

Security Trust, offered to mediate between

the two sides. Quite what attracts the CST to

SET, a registered charity, is puzzling. But

ultimately both sides refused the offer.

Predictably, Gerry and Sonia refused to give

access the bank accounts, and were

immediately sacked.

Ruth Smeeth took over as SET Company

Secretary. By the end of the year, Smeeth

had also taken over as Company Secretary

of SIS. Simon Tuttle, the financier, replaced

Gerry Gable as Director of SIS.

Ruth Smeeth.

Now the most powerful woman in Searchlight

for funds, it

Spring" has been

With two-thirds of the Searchlight empire

now under rebel control, and Searchlight

magazine being challenged

seems the "Clayhall

successful!

Searchlight has been captured bv a group

of wealthy, well connected. Labour Party

members.
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The Transitional Government at Searchlight

WHAT DO THEY WANT?
With SET/SIS now in new hands, students

of left-wing politics are wondering why a

group of wealthy Labour Party/HNH activists

bothered. It is obvious why Nick Lowles

sought to displace Gerry Gable. But,

although he cosies up to his Labour co-

conspirators, his motive was never political.

His political heart belongs to the extreme-

left, Alliance for Workers Liberty. No, it was
personal for Nick. From office gopher to

CEO of SET/SIS. That was his motive!

"Fat Matt" Collins craves the title, "Head of

Intelligence". Unfortunately for Matt, being

attacked twice in a few months by EDL
supporters doesn't show much intelligence!

As a former C18 "wannabee", he is unlikely

to ever be trusted by the Jewish CST. In his

short time with Searchlight, Collins has

spent as much time as possible boozing

with police officers. He hopes he can take

Gable's place, helping police identify

surveillance photos on nationalists, but,

some sceptics believe, he might be playing

the double-agent, and briefing police on his

new comrades in the. Communist Party of

Britain!

And why would wealthy, well connected

HNH activists, such as Hollingsworth,

Painter, Brindle and co, want with SET/SIS?

Although their fund-raising activities have

been extremely successful over the years,

HNH had already been making massive

inroads into Searchlight's traditional donor

bank. The Board of Deputies/CST, Labour

controlled councils, and various trade

unions have been switching financial

support from SET/SIS to HNH for some
time. Witness the recent decision by the

UNITE union, to donate space for a

propaganda stall at their annual conference

to HNH free of charge. The normal fee

would be £60,000. Searchlight was not

invited!

No, it is not finance, these conspirators are

politically motivated. SET/SIS now serves

HNH. and HNH will se-.e

Each individual 353 "f:

advancement in the Labc~" - =
"~.

HNH as a future tool for Labour

Fascist" arm of the ca~ :
::"

Labour loyalists. All see- e::"
thanks, perhaps even a sa~s sea:

reward.

WHAT NEXT FOR GERR- 3-5_H~

It has been reported t~a: 3e~ =

devastated about the s-::e ==*. ::

probably correctly ass-~rE

Smeeth kept the Coir--' : 5 £•:_-"

briefed on the rebel's := _
s = _

:

betrayed that none r - = =-:

comrades bothered to wam h ~ 5

the "special relationship" ~ra; '---,

he had build with the

state security, came
to nothing. No
warnings from the

Spooks! Now
missing his SIS/SET

fundraising factions,

Gable is reliant on

donations from such

trade unions that

haven't already

deserted him for

HNH.

"Any spare change finr? 6cm —
hand at fundraising.

A reliable source ca r-s "."=: 3 =r-=

desperately trying tc
,~a-e "

-. :-.

the violent, extreme-e~.. Unte
Fascism group. He has :: • :

.

=

that the last time he ::: - :

violent, extreme-le". s":_: -
r -

up in the dock o f S:_" '-'
'.

facing charges of "affray*

The most likely 'z-ez^~- 1 3t~
to his holiday "c~e -.' = ?; :

-

:t t

someone wuhnc -
: :

Searchlight ma:ia~~e

A betrayed, beater a~j -

_
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UAF THUG GETS £1000

LEGAL BILL

A 20 Year-old politics student from

the University of East Anglia,

found attending a UAF

demonstration expensive, after

lashing out at a police officer trying

to prevent UAF and English

Defence League protesters from

clashing at a demonstration in

Bolton. Liam McCafferty, from

Doncaster, was initially fined £100

for the offence, but, following

advice from a UAF "legal

observer", he appealed against

the conviction. The appeal was

heard at Bolton Crown Court

where, Judge Steven Everett,

dismissed the appeal, saying he

preferred the version of events

given by police officers, to that of

McCafferty and a fellow UAF
demonstrator, Andrew Butler.

Judge Everett ordered McCafferty

to pay £830 in court costs, plus

the original £100 fine and £15

victim
*

surcharge. When
McCafferty offered to pay the fine

at £10 a month, the Judge refused

saying, "if McCafferty can afford to

swan off to demonstrations he can

afford to pay his fine and costs".

POLICE ACCUSED OF LYING

Two police officers from Greater

Manchester Police have appeared

in York Crown Court, accused of

perverting the course of justice.

The charges arose from the

untruthful evidence they gave,

which led to the false arrest of a

demonstrator, during the English

Defence League protest in Bolton

in 2010.

Evidence provided by Inspector

Robert Cantreil and Constable

Alan Glover, led to the unnamed

man being charged with a public

order offence. He was later

acquitted.

Both officers were given bail to re-

appear later in the year.

SEARCHLIGHT GAINS
ANOTHER SOURCE

For many years, Searchlight

"spymaster" Gerry Gable, has

propagated the myth, that most of

the information revealed in

Searchlight, has come from

"sources" controlled by Searchlight

within the ranks of the Fascists.

But in reality, Searchlight has long

been used by cowardly Fash, who

have been slighted by their party

leadership or former comrades,

and have used Searchlight as a

way of "getting even". The latest of

these is convicted race-hate

criminal, Robert Edwards, who has

decided to name those he believes

are involved in organising the neo-

Fascist, League of St George. Of

course, Edwards provides no

evidence to corroborate his

allegations, safe in the knowledge

that his rivals in the Fascist book

market, would see no gain in suing

for libel, someone who lives in a

tatty rented flat, and has been on

welfare benefits for years.

Edwards is the Fuhrer of the

European Socialist Action League.

THE LOONEY LEFT NEVER
LEARNS

The Socialist Workers Party, and

its UAF puppet, is crowing that two

alleged English Defence League

members, Alan Lake and Chris

Knowles, have lost their jobs, as a

result of their employers

discovering their political activities.

UAF, in particular, seem to

suggest that they had a hand in

informing both men's employers.

Quite what satisfaction these

extreme-leftists get out of helping

bosses to sack workers because

of their political beliefs, we really

don't know.

But won't they start whingeing if

the EDL or others, decide to

demonstrate outside the

workplaces of known SWP/UAF
activists?

Many headmasters would find this

type of action extremely

embarrassing outside their

schools, and may seek to remove

the source of the embarrassment.

When will the extreme-left cease

to be loonev?

"Everyone has the right to

freedom of opinion and

expression; this right includes

freedom to hold opinions without

interference and to seek, receive

and impart information and

ideas through any media and

regardless of frontiers".

United Nations Declaration of Human

Rights, Article 19

WHY NOT SUBSCRIBE?
To ensure that you get your copy of

New TARGET regularly why not

take out a subscription?

Just £5 (blank postal order or cash)

for Six issues

New TARGET is printed and

published by the Searchlight

Victims Support Group.

BM 4534. London WC1N 3XX


